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I am delighted to publish the Scottish Government’s response to
the Youth VIP report. I want to thank everyone who has been
involved in the development of this report and its
recommendations. In particular I want to recognise the
commitment and talent of the Youth VIP project team who came
together to explore and respond to our ambitions for volunteering
in Scotland. I commend your dedication and willingness to making
a positive difference to others and to play a crucial role in shaping
the future of volunteering in Scotland.
Volunteering is key to us achieving our shared ambition of creating
a fairer and more prosperous country with equality of opportunity
for all. Our ‘Volunteering for All’ Outcomes Framework was
published in April and reinforces the importance of the volunteering
agenda. The Framework sets out our shared vision for
volunteering and defines the key outcomes for volunteering in
Scotland over the next ten years.
We want to give everyone the chance to participate and make a
difference. While the framework calls on partners from across
different sectors to take action to help us realise our vision, we
know that the Scottish Government has a key leadership role to
play in driving forward change. That is why we have made a
commitment in the 2019/20 Programme for Government to launch
a prioritised delivery plan for the Framework within the next year.
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The Youth VIP Report will help us to shape our next steps and the
wider delivery plan. It is clear from your recommendations that as
well as knowing about the many benefits of volunteering you also
brought great insight into the challenges and barriers that are
preventing more people from getting involved which the delivery
plan will need to address.
I reiterate my commitment to increasing participation through
volunteering for all in Scotland and thank you for the huge
contribution you have made to driving this important work forward.
Themes
The Scottish Government recognises the themes that have been
brought to light by this project and is committed to working with
partners to address them. These include the volunteer experience
for young people, personal and professional development, stigma
surrounding volunteering, getting into volunteering and
accessibility. Improvement across all of these depend upon the
approach of the third sector and partners in the public and private
sector. In responding in the table below to the recommendations
we have aimed to address these themes more specifically.

Aileen Campbell
Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government
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Recommendation

Theme

Commentary (Dependencies, actions, next steps etc)

1. Training for
voluntary
organisations on
youth inclusion

Youth
Volunteer
Experience

ACCEPT

2. Develop guidelines
on supporting young
volunteers

Accessibility
Youth
Volunteer
Experience
Accessibility

- We suggest theses are developed together as a single and coordinated suite of activity
- This work will be best developed by building upon existing materials, resources and
training that is already in the market via Volunteer Scotland and Third Sector Interfaces
(TSIs).
- We suggest this should encompass volunteering for those under 12
- Development by and with young people, engaging through Youth VIP members and in
discussion with other key partners including Young Scot, Youthlink and #iwill is
recommended
- Consideration of opportunities for e-learning modules, and hosting as required on
national platforms (e.g. Volunteer Scotland) will be beneficial.
ACTION: We recommend Project Scotland take forward next phase of this work building
upon investment into Youth VIP activity, linking with key partners as above and
improving existing content and approach as well as developing new activity as required.
Activity should include a review of the existing offer and mapping gaps in content and
training delivery.

3. Local area network
meetings

Youth
Volunteer
Experience
Sector
Approach

ACCEPT INTENTION
- TSIs already have this designation and many have established and run Volunteer
Manager Forums in their local area that should be first point of engagement.
- Recommend working with TSIs to ensure that young people are engaged with and
contributing to these Forum meetings
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- This recommendation has application across the Volunteering Outcomes Framework,
with a need to ensure Volunteer Manager Forums and Local Authority engagement with
Volunteering are inclusive

4. Legacy group of
young people to
oversee
implementation of
recommendations

Sector
Approach

ACTION: We recommend Project Scotland take forward the next phase building upon
investment into Youth VIP activity, working firstly with TSIs to map existing activity and
good practice and exploring opportunities to build local engagement.
ACCEPT INTENTION
- The strength of the Youth VIP activity has been ensuring it is rooted in the national
Volunteering Outcomes Framework and that young people’s voices have been heard
across the breadth of activity, not just that which is related to youth volunteering.
- As stated in the Volunteering Outcomes Framework, we will be working to develop a
prioritised Delivery Plan for this framework, and we expect that Delivery plan to take into
account the specific recommendations of the Youth VIP as well as building on the wider
recommendations made for those across public, private and voluntary sectors.
- We would recommend ensuring young people are embedded into the governance
structures for developing and overseeing the totality of the Framework and Delivery
Plan, as opposed to limiting input around the Youth VIP recommendations alone.
- We would also recommend that any legacy group of young people engages and is
linked with existing structures and platforms, namely #iwill, youth councils, Scottish
Youth Parliament and that key youth work partners are engaged in developing and
scoping how any legacy group would be developed and supported in line with those
wider structures.
ACTION: We recommend that Project Scotland and Young Scot work with Youthlink,
the #iwill team and other partners to further scope out the purpose, remit and supporting
arrangements for any legacy youth group.
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In parallel, the Scottish Government commits to ensuring a place for a young person on
the national governance structures for the development and implementation of the
National Outcomes Framework Delivery Plan. Should the legacy group be progressed it
would make sense for a young person from that group to be engaged in the national
governance groups. Alternatively, we will work with Project Scotland and Young Scot to
consider most appropriate representation.

5. Annual
volunteering summit

Sector
Approach

ACCEPT INTENTION
- Accept intention behind this recommendation but incorporate to the national
volunteering conference to maximise impact of young people’s voices.
- Work with Volunteer Scotland, Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)
and TSIs to ensure young people are involved in shaping the national volunteering
conference in Scotland in 2020.
- Explore opportunities to align Youth VIP activity and ambition via existing events such
as the Gathering and National Youth Work Conference.
ACTION: The Scottish Government will work with Project Scotland, Volunteer Scotland
and SCVO to ensure young people are involved in planning for the national volunteering
conference 2020.
Connections to existing events as outlined above (and others) to be developed through
national framework delivery plan governance structures and built into communications
and engagement plan.
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6. Review of quality
assurance marks
for voluntary
organisations

Youth
Volunteer
Experience
Accessibility

ACCEPT INTENTION
- The wider question of volunteering inclusion and participation rates should form part of
any review.
- This should be in line with the Volunteering For All and form part of activity to deliver
the Volunteering Outcomes Framework.
- It will be beneficial to take account of the review of Investing in Volunteers (UK) which
the Scottish Government has fed into.
ACTION: The Scottish Government will ensure review of Quality Assurance marks as
described above is built into national Outcomes Framework Delivery Plan.

7. Local area
volunteering
advisory scheme

Personal and
Professional
Development
Stigma
Getting into
Volunteering

Linking Quality Assurance marks to volunteer listings will require further discussion.
ACCEPT INTENTION
- Link to recommendation 10 which is viewed as a sub set of this one
- Ambition is resource intensive to develop as stand-alone posts and activity, but points
to need to do more to align and support the existing structures, (TSIs, Local Authority,
Youth Work practioners etc) and programmes (Youth and Philanthropy Initiative (YPI),
#iwill, Saltire).
- This also highlights the need for inclusion of excluded groups and communities, as well
as for young people.
ACTION: The Scottish Government will work with partners to map existing structures
and programmes and build opportunities for more cohesive and coordinated activity,
seeking to reduce duplication, ensure young people and others with lived experience are
supported to lead and engage with existing outreach activity and develop better
provision.
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This work will take account of the concluding review of the Saltire programme, which
seeks to reduce administrative burden for TSIs and others and free up time for
meaningful local engagement.
Connections to existing events as outlined above (and others) to be developed through
national framework delivery plan governance structures and built into communications
and engagement plan.
8. Youth
Volunteering
Champion schools

Personal and
Professional
Development

ACCEPT INTENTION
- This requires further discussion internally to ensure alignment with education and
young people’s outcomes.

Stigma
Getting into
Volunteering

9. Framework to
support young
people not in
education,
employment or
training, to gain
work-based skills
and personal
development
through
volunteering

Personal and
Professional
Development
Getting into
Volunteering

ACTION: Scottish Government will explore with relevant internal colleagues. We will
work with Project Scotland and Young Scot on planning subsequent steps to support the
intention.

ACCEPT INTENTION
- This requires further discussion linked to the Employability Review “No One Left
Behind: Next Steps for Employability Support in Scotland” and the wider Fair Work
agenda.
- Also consideration of how this is linked to other recommendations (specifically 1, 2, 3,
7, 10, 11, 12 and 13) will be beneficial.

Accessibility
ACTION: Scottish Government will continue to explore as part of implementation of
activity on Youth VIP recommendations and as part of the Outcomes Framework
Delivery Plan.
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10. Roadshows to
promote
volunteering in
local communities
11. Dedicated
access fund for
voluntary
organisations

12. National forum
for businesses and
the third sector

Stigma

See (7) above

Getting into
Volunteering
Accessibility

ACCEPT INTENTION
- This is one of most commonly discussed needs
- Emerging good practice available from events based volunteering developed and
delivered through Volunteer Scotland will provide useful learning.
- There is scope to be working with third sector organisations to build inclusive practice
to mainstream the expectation that expenses are paid as a minimum and upfront if
possible.
- There is scope to be supporting organisations to build sponsorship connections with
local businesses (linked to points below)
- Scoping work would be beneficial to understand the extent to which funding criteria
(Scottish Government and independent) take into account the need to provide
volunteering costs.

Personal and
Professional
Development
Sector
Approach

ACTION: Subject to budget being available the Scottish Government will lead on further
scoping for an Access Fund pilot as part of the National Framework Delivery Plan,
working in partnership with key public, private and voluntary partners.
ACCEPT INTENTION
- National forum for businesses and third sector focussed around volunteering would be
unlikely to secure representation or traction.
- We would instead recommend ensuring business/private sector are embedded into the
governance structures for developing and overseeing the totality of the national
Volunteering Outcomes Framework and Delivery Plan.
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- Links should also be made to existing activity around Employer Supported Volunteering
(ESV) via Volunteer Scotland’s national ESV group.
- Opportunities to better harness existing Scottish Government platforms for business
engagement around Fair Work should be explored.

13. Pilot scheme to
support small and
medium
enterprises (SMEs)
to develop working
practices which will
support
volunteering

Personal and
Professional
Development

ACTION: The Scottish Government commits to ensuring business and private sector
interests are invited onto the governance structures for the development and
implementation of the National Outcomes Framework Delivery Plan.
ACCEPT INTENTION
- It is suggested this is viewed as a sub set of Recommendation 12 and further activity to
explore viability and refine focus is developed
- Exploration to ensure longer term sustainability should be embedded in wider activity
underway to build relationships between communities and business via for example the
Place Principle (and Place Standard) and Community-led regeneration.
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